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1. Introduction
The Bank offers three remote banking services: RCB Online Banking, RCB Mobile Banking and RCB
Telephone Banking, which provide you with a means for conducting your banking needs without
visiting one of the Bank’s branches.
RCB Online Banking is a safe, fast and convenient service providing access to your banking
accounts, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. RCB Online Banking is responsive to any screen to make
your experience comfortable on any device.
RCB Mobile Banking offers you a new digital banking experience. RCB Mobile Banking is a simple,
modern and secure application that helps you to manage your finances 24/7.
RCB Telephone Banking allows you to receive information about your accounts and perform
a range of banking transactions from anywhere in the world through your personal telephone,
during the Bank’s working hours.
The three remote banking services are available from the Bank as a joint application package,
which combines RCB Online Banking, RCB Mobile Banking and RCB Telephone Banking.
RCB Online Banking
RCB Online Banking allows RCB Bank Ltd (RCB or the Bank) customers to manage their products
online, view balances, set up payment requests, transfer funds inside and outside the bank, set
up and manage standing orders, and make requests relating to cards, cheque books, deposits,
custodian instructions, as well as tracking expenses and incomings in a visually friendly way,
together with sending and receiving banking-related correspondence simply and efficiently.
This customer user’s manual provides information on how to access and use RCB Online Banking.
Context help is also available on RCB Online Banking screens. The system is designed as to provide
you with the high-end customer experience and convenience of usage. For example, all actions in
the system can be done in just 3 simple steps with straightforward and intuitive guidance on how
to complete them.
RCB Mobile Banking
RCB Mobile Banking allows RCB Bank Ltd (RCB or the Bank) customers to manage their products on
the go such as: view balances, view and search products, perform accounts and card transactions,
check the account expenses and earnings using Personal Finance Management tools, transfer
money between own accounts and to any RCB beneficiaries from the beneficiary list, perform
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SEPA and SWIFT payments using templates, top up the card account and repay the credit
instalments instantly, manage the available deposits by adding or withdrawing funds and view
their parameters, block and activate the existing cards, as well as contacting RCB Bank through a
comprehensive message tool in a secure way.
RCB Online Banking users can simply download the app via Google Play and App Store and access
to the RCB Mobile Banking with the same credentials. RCB Mobile Banking is a simple, modern
and secure application that helps you manage your finances 24/7.
RCB Telephone Banking
RCB Telephone Banking gives you access to information about your accounts and opportunity
to carry out a range of banking services remotely from anywhere in the world by calling
+357 25 355 722 (for calls from abroad) 800 00 722 (toll-free in Cyprus) 8 800 100 7722 (toll-free
in Russia) and 800 62 722 (toll-free in Luxembourg). The service is provided in English, Greek or
Russian from Monday to Sunday, 08:00-20:00 (Cyprus time) including Bank Holidays.
The RCB Telephone Banking service uses the same credentials for client identification as RCB
Online Banking. Before using the RCB Telephone Banking and RCB Mobile Banking service, you
must have previously followed the First login and customer registration procedure for RCB Online
Banking described below.

2. First login and customer registration to RCB Remote
Banking Services
Requirements
In order to gain access to the RCB Online Banking Services and setup RCB Digital Key, we
recommend you to have the latest version of any of the popular web-browsers, e.g. Google
Chrome, Safari, FireFox, Edge etc., and a mobile device (Android or iOS) with Internet connection
and camera.
User ID
User ID is the unique personal customer identifier, sent to each RCB client via email when applying
for the RCB Online Banking and RCB Telephone Banking Services.
Key Code
Key Code is a verification code which is received together with the User ID via email when applying
for the RCB Online Banking and RCB Telephone Banking Services. Key code must be of 5 digits
format (XX999).
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Password (PIN)
The initial Password (PIN) is received by SMS to each RCB client when applying for the RCB Online
Banking and RCB Telephone Banking Services. During registration the Password (PIN) should be
changed to the new 6-digit Password (PIN). You are not authorized to use simple combinations
such as 123456, 111222, or vice versa, so please use random numbers when creating your Password
(PIN).
Access activation
For the activation process the client receives USER ID and KEY Code via email with the request to
contact the RCB Bank. Once the client makes contact with the Bank, the initial PIN will be sent by
SMS.
RCB Digital Key
The RCB Digital Key powered by Entrust Identity Mobile application is a convenient and secure way
to use RCB’s Remote Banking Services.
By downloading the Entrust Identity Mobile application from either App Store or Google Play the
users of RCB’s Remote Banking Services are able to login and confirm operations in RCB Online
and RCB Mobile Banking Systems using online and offline modes.
More information about RCB Digital Key you can find on the website www.rcbcy.com or on the Help
section on the Internet Banking login page.
Setup of security questions
Security questions are used to verify your identity by RCB Bank whenever is needed. A set of five
(5) security questions and answers has to be provided to successfully complete the registration.

2.1. Registration with RCB Digital Key and security questions in RCB Online
Banking
The Bank has implemented an electronic registration process for your access to its RCB Online
Banking and RCB Mobile Banking. You are required to provide your User ID, 6-digit initial Password
(PIN) and SMS OTP for the registration process.
Access our RCB Online Banking directly via https://online.rcbcy.com, or alternatively use the
reference link from our official RCB website www.rcbcy.com.
You need to perform the following steps during your registration and to enter the required
information:
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· Enter your User ID and initial PIN:

· Enter your initial PIN, create your New 6-digit PIN (please use random numbers), re-enter your
new PIN and press CONTINUE:

· Enter your SMS OTP (One Time Password) in the respective field and press CONTINUE:
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· Read the Important information about the customer authentication method and press CONTINUE
to set up your Digital Key:

· Choose the type of device you will use to setup RCB Digital Key between iOS (Apple device) and
Android and press CONTINUE:
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· Download Entrust Identity Mobile application by scanning QR code, using the provided link or
just searching in the respective applications store. After successful installation of the application
on your mobile device, press CONTINUE:

· You will see the page with instructions on how to setup your RCB Digital Key. Please follow them
using the installed Entrust Identity Mobile application on your device.
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· After the successfully activation of the new customer identification method, press CONTINUE:

· Read the Important informationand press CONTINUE to set up your Security questions:

· Answer all 5 security questions from the drop down list and press CONTINUE:
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· Select Security image and press CONTINUE:

If your registration, with all parameters, is successful you will enter to your Online Banking.
If your registration steps are unsuccessful, a message will appear on the screen with an explanation
and you will need to check the requirements in order to compete correctly all the requested fields
or press Help.
If you have any difficulties to proceed with the registration process, contact RCB Telephone
Banking.

3. Login with RCB Digital Key to RCB Online Banking
Upon your registration you can login to RCB Online Banking Services following simple steps below:
Access RCB Online Banking website directly via https://online.rcbcy.com, or alternatively use the
reference link from our official RCB website www.rcbcy.com.
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· Enter your USER ID and your PIN and press LOGIN:

· You may choose one of the two options on the following screen to proceed with login:
A. Push (Online mode) - to be used when your mobile device with installed RCB Digital Key has
an access to the Internet, and is able to receive Push notifications.
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When you select the option Push (Online mode) the below notification will appear on your
mobile device waiting for your action.

Open the Entrust Identity Mobile application by using the PIN code of the Digital Key or the
biometric authentication. When the application is open, the transaction will appear as below:

You can perform 3 (three) actions for every transaction
- CONFIRM button is used to confirm the transaction created in RCB Online or Mobile Banking
- SUSPICIOUS button is used only in case of unauthorized access to RCB Online or Mobile
Banking. When the SUSPICIOUS button is pressed, the user access will be locked. The
access can be restored only when the user contacts the Bank.
- CANCEL button is used to cancel the transaction created in RCB Online or Mobile Banking.
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B. OTP (Offline mode) - use this option if a mobile device with installed RCB Digital Key has no
access to the Internet.

Enter to the field OTP the Security Code from the Entrust Identity Mobile application in order
to access to the Online Banking.

Login attempts
Maximum number of unsuccessful OTP input attempts is 5 (five). Once this number is reached,
your User ID will be automatically disabled.
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The Password (PIN) number allows 5 (five) attempts to login to the application. If you are
unsuccessful five times, your User ID will be automatically disabled.
To have your User ID re-enabled or to reset your Password (PIN), you should request assistance
from one of the Bank’s operators using RCB Telephone Banking.
Session time out
The software has a system default that terminates a session after 10 minutes of inactivity. If you
are logged-in to the website, but have not performed any activity for 10 minutes, the login screen
will be displayed and you will be prompted to login again.
In order to properly logout and terminate an active session with RCB Online Banking, you should
press the Logout

button displayed at the top of the screen and next to the user name. If you

just close the browser, it will not terminate your session with the website. The session will remain
active for 10 minutes.
Frequently asked questions
A. I have forgotten my User ID. What should I do?
If you cannot remember your User ID, Password (PIN) or secret question answer, you should
request assistance from one of the Bank’s operators using RCB Telephone Banking.
B. What do I do if I encounter an issue or something does not work and I want to give my feedback
on the Service?
We believe that this updated Service will provide you with one of the most innovative and
effective Internet Banking tools in the market. We are keen however to hear from you as to how
effective you think it is. We will use your feedback to fine tune our latest offering. Please send
us your feedback by e-mail to helpdesk@rcbcy.com or contact RCB Telephone Banking.
C. What is the RCB Digital Key?
RCB Digital Key is the Entrust Identity based secure software token solution to confirm
operations in RCB Online and Mobile Banking systems.
D. What should I do if the RCB Online Banking Login page is loading and I do not receive the push
notifications?
Check if your mobile device is connected to the Internet and enable in the settings of the device
to receive push notifications.
E. How do I obtain further help when using the RCB Online Banking Services?
You can contact us via the RCB Telephone Banking service (Monday to Sunday, 08:00 - 20:00
including weekends and Bank Holidays) on +357 25 355 722 (for calls from abroad) 800 00
722 (toll-free in Cyprus), 8 800 100 7722 (toll-free in Russia), and 800 62 722 (toll-free in
Luxembourg) or alternatively send us an e-mail at helpdesk@rcbcy.com.
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4. RCB Online Banking
4.1. Main page
Once you have successfully logged in to RCB Online Banking, the main dashboard screen will be
displayed:

On the dashboard you will find different types of widgets that allow you to perform commonly used
operations and review balances and manage your products online. A detailed description of how
to use widgets will be presented in the relevant sections of this document.
The top menu of the screen enables you to select one of the following options:
· User name;
· Logout button;
· Information about the last successful login;
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· Home (go to dashboard);
· Products;
· Payments;
· Requests;
· Authorizations;
· Settings;
· Messages;
· Support;
The following options are available on the right corner of the screen:
· Notifications - quick access to messages, pending individual and bulk authorisations;
· Select Customer - only visible in case if you have access to more than one customer;
· Quick Links - the access to favourite pages of Online Banking;
· FX Rates - applicable FX rates with the currency converter calculator.
A detailed description of how to navigate through and use these options provided in the sections
below.

4.2. Dashboard and widgets
The Online Banking system has a Dashboard mechanism. This mechanism contains predefined
system widgets which you can enable/disable depending on your personal preferences.
By default, My Products, Quick Transfer and Card Expenses widgets are present in the dashboard.
In order for you to be able to personalize your Dashboard screen, you can either select from the
menu “Settings & Personalization”

▸ DASHBOARD SETTINGS or use the link Settings

at the

bottom of the page:
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Information on available widgets in the system is provided below.
My products
“My Products” widget provides a general overview of all the accounts, cards, deposits and loans
held within the Bank by a selected user. By pressing

you can see all information about your

products in details.

Each product item has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions for this product, in

order to provide a convenient user experience. For example:
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Quick transfer
The “Quick Transfer” widget is available on
the Online Banking system for customers
to transfer money between their own
accounts in a time saving way. A user just
need to choose from and to what account
she/he wants to transfer money, put the
amount and choose the currency (in case
if currencies of the accounts are different).

In order to see more details, a user can
press on Find out more

link and to

be transferred to page with details on
expenses/incomings,

transactions

and

categories.
Last transactions
The “Last Transactions” widget presents
the last 4 completed transactions of a
specific customer account, displaying the
Personal Finance Widgets: Card Expenses,

following information:

Account Incomings, Account Expenses
The “Personal Finance” widgets show
the breakdown of monthly expenses/
incomings for a particular card/account.

In order to see more details, a user can
press on Find out more

link and to be

transferred to page with full Account
Transactions History.
By pressing a particular category in the
circle a user can see monthly expenses/
incomings for a particular category.
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My accounts

In order to see more transactions and

The “My Accounts” widget presents up to

their respective details, a user can

5 user accounts displaying the following

press Find out more

information:

to the page ONLINE ACTIVITY LOG with full

to be transferred

details of all transactions initiated by a user
through RCB Online Banking.
Pending authorisation
The

“Pending

Authorisation”

widget

provides a list of the most recent 4
transactions

which

are

pending

for

authorisation for a specified account/
product:

In order to see more accounts or other products, a user can press on More accounts
link to be transferred to page MY PRODUCTS
with all products for a particular user.
Activity log
The “Activity Log” widget presents the
status of the last 4 transactions made via
the Online Banking system of a specific
customer account displaying the following

In

information:

authorisations

order

to

see

more

transactions

pending
with

for
their

respective details and either approve or
decline them, a user can press on Find
out more

link to be transferred to page

PENDING AUTHORISATIONS.
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4.3. Communication with the Bank via messages
You can communicate with RCB via secure messages with optional file exchange mechanism. In
order to access it, you can choose MESSAGES in the top main menu. In

NOTIFICATIONS section

on the right corner of the main screen you can see all new incoming messages:

Messages to you from the Bank
INBOX: This tab displays messages you have received from the Bank. The status of the message is
displayed (whether it is read or not).
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All messages are displayed in a list and you can select to view more details for the messages by
pressing on it. Once you read a message, you have an option to REPLY or to DELETE by selecting
the specific button. You can download and view the attachments from the message by clicking the
DOWNLOAD button.
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Messages from you to the bank
NEW MESSAGE: This tab enables you to create a secure message to the Bank and attach a file if
needed. Once you will complete the subject and the message you can easily send it to the Bank
by pressing SUBMIT.

All the messages sent from you to the bank are visible in the SENT tab.
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5. Products
You can view and manage your products and services through Menu PRODUCTS in the top main
menu:

The Products menu provides a general overview of all the accounts, cards, deposits, loans,
standing orders, and securities held with the Bank.
The following buttons are available in all pages of the section:
·

Print - Exporting the data to PDF-file for further printing

·

Export to XLS - Exporting the data to XLS file

·

Export to PDF - Exporting the data to PDF file

·

Add to quick links - Add the page in the top of the QUICK LINKS list for further fast access

·

Help - Display the context help for the page in a new window

All screens in this section contain FILTER OPTIONS displayed on the left hand side of the screen. A
user can apply different filters and sorting options related to products.
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5.1. My products
When this menu item is selected, the following products that you hold with the Bank will be
displayed:
· ACCOUNTS
· CARDS
· DEPOSITS
· LOANS
The system will only display the products that you hold with the Bank. For example, if you do not
have any loan, LOANS list will not be displayed.
The menu FILTER OPTION is also available on this page. E.g. if “EUR” will be selected in the filter
“Currency”, then only “EUR” products will be displayed in all the sub-sections.
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Each product has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions. For example in order to

view all details of a product you can select view details and it will redirect you to the details screen.

At the Account and Card details screen, you can view the table with the last 10 transactions in a
single page.
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5.2. Accounts
In this menu item you are able to view and manage your Current, Notice and Visa Accounts.
When this item is selected, all accounts you hold at the Bank will be displayed, including the
following information:
· Account Name (can be modified by you for your convenience)
· Account Number (presented as a link, with the quick access to the account details)
· Customer
· Available Balance
· Ledger balance
· Quick Menu

When the Ledger Balance and Available Balance do not display the same amount, this means
there are outstanding payments or transactions waiting to be authorised by the Bank, or card
transactions not yet posted on an account. Available Balance will therefore display the balance
remaining after all transactions have been authorised.
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By pressing

in the list of accounts, you can see more information about your account that will

depend on its type. E.g. you may see:
· Lists of Linked cards: list of linked debit or credit cards to the account including supplementary
cards. The icon of the respective type of the card is visible together with the last 4 digits of the
card number. The card number is clickable, with link to card details page of the selected card;
· Lists of Linked chequebooks: list of linked chequebooks to the account. The icon of the
chequebooks is visible together with the last 4 digits of the chequebook number;
· Blocked amount: this is the total of the blocked amount. Blocked amount can consist of card
transactions that has been authorised but not yet posted on the account. The amount is clickable
and redirects to Blocked Amount screen with filter set for the account number selected;
· Credit limit amount for an account.
Each account has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions for this type of account

(for Current, Notice and Visa account types the menu items are different). E.g. you may see:
· Top up the account - redirects to the Transfer to my own accounts screen, where the selected
account will be specified as the recipient account of the transfer;
· Transfer to my account - redirects to the Transfer to my own accounts screen, where the selected
account will be specified as the source account of the transfer;
· SEPA Payment - redirects to the SEPA payment screen;
· Outward Payment - redirects to the Outward payment screen;
· Transaction History - redirects to the Transactions history screen, where you will be able to see
the transactions for this account and be able to search, sort and filter them in a convenient way;
· View Details - redirects to Account details screen of the selected account with full information
about it;
· View Statements - gives the ability for you to request the current, card and portfolio statement
for a selected period in XLS- and PDF-format;
· New Standing Order - redirects to the New standing order page, where the selected account will
be specified as the source account of the standing order.
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5.3. Cards
In this menu item you are able to view, request and manage your Debit and Credit cards.

When this item is selected, all active/open cards (including supplementary) that has been issued
to your accounts held at the Bank will be displayed, including the following information:
· Card name (can be modified by you for your convenience)
· Last 4 digits of the card number (presented as a link with the quick access to the card details)
· Cardholder name
· Linked to a card account number (presented as a link with the quick access to the account details)
· Available balance
· Quick menu
By pressing

in the list of cards, you can see more information about your card. E.g. you may see:

· Cardholder Name: the name and the surname of the cardholder;
· Expiry date: month and year when your card will be expired;
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· Blocked amount: this is the total of the blocked amount for a selected card. Blocked amount
consists of card transactions that has been authorised but not yet posted on the account. The
amount is clickable and redirects to Blocked amount screen with filter set for the card number
selected;
· Credit limit: amount for a card.
Each card has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions for this type of card

(depending on the card status the menu items are different). E.g. you may see:
· Top up the card - redirects to the Transfer to my own accounts screen, where the account linked
to the selected card will be specified as the recipient account of the transfer;
· Transaction History - redirects to the Transactions history screen, where you will be able to see
the transactions for this card and be able to search, sort and filter them in a convenient way;
· View Details - redirects to Card details of the selected account with full information about it;
· View Statements - gives the ability for a user to request the current, card and portfolio statement
for a selected period in XLS- and PDF-format;
· Block this card - gives the ability for a user to request an online card blocking. This action
depends on the status of the card, if the card is blocked this action will not be available;
· Activate this card - gives the ability for a user to request an online card activation. This action
depends on the status of the card, if the card is activated this action will not be available;
· Change limits - gives the ability for a user to change the limits on a particular card;
· SMS-Notice - gives the ability for a user to set or amend the SMS-Notice service for transactions
with the selected card.
At the bottom of the page a user can request issuance of a new card, by pressing New card .
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5.4. Deposits
In this menu item you are able to view, create and manage your Deposits.

When this item is selected, all deposits you hold at the Bank will be displayed, including the
following information:
· Deposit name (can be modified by you for your convenience)
· Contract number (presented as a link with the quick access to the deposit details)
· Customer
· Deposit amount
· Interest rate
· Quick menu
By pressing

in the list of deposits, you can see more information about your deposit:

· Start date: the deposit’s start date;
· Maturity date: the deposit’s maturity date.
Each deposit has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions for this type of deposit

(depending on the deposit type, the menu items are different). E.g. you may see:
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· View Details - redirects to deposit details with full information about it;
· Increase - gives the ability for a user to increase the selected deposit (in case if the deposit
product allows the increase);
· Decrease - gives the ability for a user to decrease the selected deposit (in case if the deposit
product allows the decrease);
· Certificate - gives the ability for a user to request an electronic certificate in PDF-format for the
selected deposit.
At the bottom of the page a user can request online opening of a new deposit, by pressing New
deposit .

5.5. Standing orders
In this menu item you are able to view, create and manage your Standing Orders.

When this item is selected, all standing orders you hold at the Bank will be displayed, including
the following information:
· Description
· Standing Order Type (based on the payment/transfer type)
· Customer
· Amount
· Frequency
· Quick menu
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By pressing

in the list of standing orders, you can see more information about your standing

order:
· Next payment: the date of next execution of the selected standing order;
· From account: the source account for the payment;
· To account: the destination account for the payment (can be inside or outside the bank);
· End date: if the end date specified during creation/modification of the selected standing order
it will be shown here.
Each standing order has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions:

· View Details - redirects to standing order details with full information about it;
· Modify - gives the ability for a user to modify some of the parameters of the selected standing
order;
· Cancel - gives the ability for a user to cancel the selected standing order.
At the bottom of the page a user can request online opening of a new standing order, by pressing
New standing order .

5.6. Loans
In this menu item you are able to view your Loans.
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When this item is selected, all loans you hold at the Bank will be displayed, including the following
information:
· Loan name (can be modified by you for your convenience)
· Contract number (presented as a link, with the quick access to the loan details)
· Customer
· Amount
· Interest rate
· Quick menu
By pressing

in the list of loans, you can see more information about your loan:

· Start date: the loan’s start date;
· Maturity date: the loan’s maturity date.
Each loan has a quick menu

with the most commonly used action:

· Repayment details - redirects to repayment details of the selected loan with full information
about it.

5.7. Securities
In this menu item you are able to view your Portfolios with securities.
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When this item is selected, all portfolios you hold at the Bank will be displayed, including the
following information:
· Customer name
· Portfolio number (presented as a link, with the quick access to the portfolio details)
· Total value
· Quick menu
Each portfolio has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions:

· View details - redirects to securities details of the selected portfolio;
· View statements - redirects to portfolio statements page, where a user can request monthly
PDF-statements for the selected portfolio.

6. Payments
Access to make payments and transfers from your accounts inside and outside the bank is
available through Menu PAYMENTS in the top main menu:

Through the items of the Payments menu in just 3 simple steps you can transfer funds between
your accounts or to beneficiary inside the Bank, make SEPA, Outward, Outward RUB, TAX and JCC
payments, create and manage your beneficiaries and payment templates, submit bulk payments
and track statuses of all submitted payments.
The following buttons are available in pages of the section:
·

Print - Exporting the data to PDF-file for further printing, available after payment completion

·

Export to PDF - Exporting the data to PDF-file, available after payment completion

·

Add to quick links - Add the page in the top of the QUICK LINKS list for further fast access

·

Help - Display the context help for the page in a new window

General rules for making payments
· All the fields with a “*” in the pages are mandatory and should be completed. If any field
is missing or a field has not been completed correctly, then the system will display an error
message.
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· Payments may be created in any convertible currency even if you do not hold an account in
the currency in which the payment is being made. Basic payment information is controlled by
mandatory field input, so that, as a minimum, the amount, date, beneficiary, beneficiary IBAN,
and charge fields are completed.
· Automatic validation takes place at the point of input for the accuracy of value dates (ensuring
available working days in each currency), and beneficiary banks (e.g. Bank SWIFT codes etc.).
When the payment is processed by the Bank, the account balance is updated.
· Please note that payments between your own accounts in one currency and payments to another
RCB customer of up to 5.000 USD only are automatically processed without any intervention by
the Bank.
· In case of Transfer in different currencies the date will automatically display today’s date, as
no other date is allowed owing to exchange rate fluctuations. A different exchange rate will be
provided for transfers above 30.000 USD, as the rate displayed is only for indicative purposes.
· For all types of payments you can attach supporting documentation in PDF-format. The general
requirements are that no more than 5 attached files per payment, with the maximum size of 10
MB.
RCB Digital Key (Entrust Identity) - Push (online) and OTP (Offline) transaction confirmation process
All payments and transfers described in the following sub-sections will require 3 steps process:
·
·

INPUT - input all the required details to make a payment
CONFIRM - verify the inputted details and confirm your transaction using the Entrust Identity
Mobile application. You can choose one of the available options: Push (online mode) or OTP
(Offline mode).

·

COMPLETE - acknowledge that your transaction is accepted for further processing.

In order to confirm any transactions in RCB online Banking, you will have two options:
A. Push (Online mode) - to be used when your mobile device with installed RCB Digital Key has an
access to the Internet and is able to receive Push notifications.
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When you select the option Push (Online mode) the below notification will appear on your
mobile device waiting for your action.

Open the Entrust Identity Mobile application by using the PIN code of the Digital Key or the
biometric authentication. When the application is open, the transaction will appear as below:

You can perform 3 (three) actions for every transaction
- CONFIRM button is used to confirm the transaction created in RCB Online or Mobile Banking
- SUSPICIOUS button is used only in case of unauthorized access to RCB Online or Mobile
Banking. When the SUSPICIOUS button is pressed, the user access will be locked. The
access can be restored only when the user contacts the Bank.
- CANCEL button is used to cancel the transaction created in RCB Online or Mobile Banking.
B. OTP (Offline mode) - use this option if a mobile device with installed RCB Digital Key has no
access to the Internet.
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When you select the option OTP (Offline mode) you shall perform on your mobile device the
below steps:
· Launch the Entrust Identity Mobile application
· On your device (IOS or Android), press QR scan button that is located at the bottom of the
screen.
· Point the camera of your mobile device to the QR code on the screen. Transaction details will
appear on the device immediately.
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- When you press CONFIRM button, a Confirmation Code will be provided.

· Input this Confirmation Code in the OTP field and click the CONFIRM button on the transaction
page of RCB Online Banking.

Upon successful confirmation you will see the Step

- COMPLETE screen with all transaction’s

details.
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A detailed description of how to create different types of payments is described below.

6.1. Transfer between own accounts
This option provides you with the opportunity to transfer funds between your own accounts held
either in the same or different currencies.
Step

- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. Select the customer and account you want to credit from the To account drop-down list;
C. Enter the Transfer amount and choose the Currency from the drop-down list (it can be either
currency of From account or To account);
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D. Provide details of the transaction in the field Payment reference 1 (by pressing

you can add

more payment reference fields to add more details of your payment);
E. Check the Value date (defaults to today’s date);
F. If you want to add supporting documents for this payment, you can press CHOOSE FILE and
choose the file(s) you want to submit;
G. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
DRAFT. All the payments in Draft status are available for completion and further submission in
LIST OF PAYMENTS screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
Step

- CONFIRM

A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction, including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount, etc.
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B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step

- INPUT and change the payment

details by pressing CANCEL.
Step

- COMPLETE

A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. At the bottom of this page you have the following options:
·
·

redirects you to the dashboard.
redirects you to the creation of a new standing order and prefills in the request all the
payment details from this payment.
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6.2. RCB beneficiary payment
This option is used to create payments in favour to another RCB customer. Beneficiaries previously
created via option Beneficiaries are displayed here, ready to be selected. In case you didn’t create
the beneficiary before, you have an option to press the button Add new beneficiary

at the

bottom of this page and add a new beneficiary.
Step

- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. Select the beneficiary and account you want to credit from the To account drop-down list;
C. Enter the Transfer amount and choose the Currency from drop-down list (it can be either
currency of From account or To account);
D. Provide details of the transaction in the field Payment reference 1 (by pressing

you can add

more Payment reference fields to add more details of your payment);
E. Check the Value date (defaults to today’s date);
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F. If you want to add supporting document for this payment you can press CHOOSE FILE and
choose the file(s) you want to submit;
G. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
DRAFT. All the payments with Draft status are available for completion and further submission
in LIST OF PAYMENTS screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
Step

- CONFIRM

A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction, including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount, etc.
B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step
details by pressing CANCEL.
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- INPUT, and change the payment

Step

- COMPLETE

A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. At the bottom of this page you have the following options:
·

redirects you to the dashboard.

·

redirects you to the creation of a new standing order and prefills in the request all the
payment details from this payment.

6.3. SEPA payment
This option is used to create SEPA payments: to transfer funds in EURO outside the Bank with the
limit of 50.000,00 EUR.
When creating payments to beneficiaries that hold accounts in other banks, all fields with an
“*” are mandatory and therefore should be completed. If any field is missing or has not been
completed correctly, then the system will display an error message.
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When a new payment is being created in RCB Online Banking and user enters first letters of
beneficiary name, system on the fly checks previous payments initiated by the same user and
proposes to auto-complete payment details.
Step
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- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. Enter the Beneficiary name and optionally Beneficiary address;
C. Enter the Beneficiary IBAN. If you have entered the valid IBAN, the system will automatically
display the Bank BIC, Bank name and Bank address;
D. Enter the Payment amount;
E. Select the date of the payment in the field Value Date (defaults to today’s date);
F. Charges type for the SEPA payments is automatically selected to SHA, without the option to
change it;
G. Provide details of the transaction in the field Payment details 1 (by pressing

you can add

more Payment details fields to add more details of your payment);
H. If you want to add supporting documents for this payment you can press CHOOSE FILE and
choose the file(s) you want to submit;
I. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
DRAFT. All the payments with Draft status are available for completion and further submission
in List of payments screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
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Step

- CONFIRM

A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction, including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount, etc.
B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step
details by pressing CANCEL.
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- INPUT and change the payment

Step

- COMPLETE

A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. In the bottom of this page you have the following options:
·
·

redirects you to the dashboard.
redirects you to the creation of new Standing Order and prefills in the request all the
payment details from this payment.

·

allows to save the details as template for future payments by inputting template name
and press SAVE. The templates are then accessible in PAYMENT TEMPLATES menu.

·

allows to submit the payment once again with all the details prefilled.
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6.4. Outward payment
This option is used to create external payments in currencies other than Roubles. To create Rouble
payments, please select option OUTWARD RUB.
When creating payments to beneficiaries that hold accounts in other banks, all fields with a “*” are
mandatory and therefore should be completed. If any field is missing or has not been completed
correctly, then the system will display an error message.
When a new payment is being created in RCB Online Banking and user enters first letters of
beneficiary name, system check on the fly previous payments initiated by the same user and
proposes to auto-complete payment details.
Step
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- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. Enter the Beneficiary name and optionally Beneficiary address;
C. Enter the Beneficiary IBAN or Account number of the beneficiary in the relevant field. Please do
not leave spaces or use symbols when entering the account number. If you have entered the
valid IBAN, the system will automatically display the Bank BIC, Bank name and Bank address.
If you input account number, then you need to either input field Bank BIC or Clearing code:
· If you need to use bank’s clearing code option, then type the code in the Clearing code field.
Clearing code examples:
- UK 6-digit sort codes enter /SC204523;
- US 9-digit Fedwire codes enter /FW125412458;
- German 8-digit Bankleitzahl codes enter /BL14574123.
D. In case you are using intermediary bank, then Intermediary bank related details should be
filled;
E. Enter the Payment amount and choose the Currency from the drop-down list (the list of
available payment currencies will be displayed in drop-down list);
F. Select the date of the payment in the field Value Date (defaults to today’s date);
G. Choose the Charges type between SHA, OUR and BEN;
H. Provide details of the transaction in the field Payment details 1 (by pressing

you can add

more Payment details fields to add more details of your payment);
I. If you want to add supporting documents for this payment you can press CHOOSE FILE and
choose the file(s) you want to submit;
J. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
DRAFT. All the payments with Draft status are available for completion and further submission
in LIST OF PAYMENTS screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
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Step

- CONFIRM

A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction, including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount, etc.
B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step
details by pressing CANCEL.
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- INPUT and change the payment

Step

- COMPLETE

A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. In the bottom of this page you have the following options:
·

redirects you to the dashboard.

·

redirects you to the creation of new Standing Order and prefills in the request all the
payment details from this payment.

·

allows to save the details as template for future payments by inputting template name
and press SAVE. The templates are then accessible in PAYMENT TEMPLATES menu.

·

allows to submit the payment once again with all the details prefilled.
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6.5. Outward RUB payment
This option is used to create external Rouble payments to beneficiaries that hold accounts with
other banks. It is important that you complete all mandatory fields and provide the correct 9-digit
bank identification code (BIK) and 5-digit VO payment code.
When available, enter the 10-12-digit tax identification code (INN) and/or 9-digit beneficiary code
(KPP).
All fields with a “*” are mandatory and should be completed. If any field is missing or has not been
completed correctly, then the system will display an error message.
When a new payment is being created in RCB Online Banking and user enters first letters of
beneficiary name, system check on the fly previous payments initiated by the same user and
proposes to auto-complete payment details.
Step
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- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. In the field BIK you should enter the 9-digit BIK. The system will automatically display
Beneficiary bank, Bank account and Bank address details;
C. Enter the Beneficiary name and optionally Beneficiary address;
D. Enter the Beneficiary account number in the relevant field. Please do not leave spaces or use
symbols when entering the account number;
E. When available, enter the 10-12-digit Beneficiary tax identification code (INN) and/or 9-digit
beneficiary KPP code;
F. Enter the Payment amount;
G. Select the date of the payment in the field Value Date (defaults to today’s date);
H. Choose the Charges type between SHA, OUR and BEN;
I. Input 5-digit VO payment code;
J. if you are sending the payment to private individual (by pressing drop down list, choose one of
the given options in the field Income type code)
K. Provide details of the transaction in the field Payment details 1 (by pressing

you can add

more Payment details fields to add more details of your payment);
L. If needed, you can provide Bank to bank details 1 (by pressing

you can add more Bank to

bank details fields to add more details of your payment);
M. If you want to add supporting documents for this payment you can press CHOOSE FILE and
choose the file(s) you want to submit;
N. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
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DRAFT. All the payments with Draft status are available for completion and further submission
in LIST OF PAYMENTS screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
Step
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- CONFIRM

A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount etc.
B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step

- INPUT and change the payment

details by pressing CANCEL.
Step

- COMPLETE
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A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. In the bottom of this page you have the following options:
·
·

redirects you to the dashboard.
allows to save the details as template for future payments by inputting template name
and press SAVE. The templates are then accessible in PAYMENT TEMPLATES menu.

·

allows to submit the payment once again with all the details prefilled.

6.6. Beneficiaries
This option allows you to add, edit and delete beneficiaries’ details (other RCB customers), in
order to be able to make transactions/payments to their accounts.
In this section you can see the list with all saved beneficiaries or you can add a new beneficiary by
selecting Add new beneficiary .

In order to create a new beneficiary, you need first to add the beneficiary name and then to
add 9-digit account. You can add more than one account per beneficiary. This action should be
confirmed by either: Push (online mode) or OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0. Select the
appropriate way and confirm your action.
You can modify details of a beneficiary (including account details) by pressing the edit button
. The system redirects you to a new page where you can edit/modify the selected beneficiary,
including adding more accounts or deleting the existing ones. Once you made changes, you
should press SAVE and the system redirects you to the confirmation screen where you have to
choose either: Push (online mode) or OTP (offline mode).
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You can delete beneficiary by pressing the delete button

. The system redirects you to a screen

where you can confirm the action by pressing CONFIRM and proceed with Push (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) or to cancel the action by pressing CANCEL.

6.7. Payment templates
RCB Online Banking includes a facility that allows you to store pre-formatted payment templates.
Every time you create a payment outside the Bank, you will be provided with the option to save the
newly created payment as a template. Templates are stored and can be displayed in the PAYMENT
TEMPLATES menu, as shown below.

The list of templates includes the following information:
· Template name (set by you upon creation of a template)
· Beneficiary name
· Beneficiary bank
· Quick Menu
By pressing

in the list of templates, you can see more information. E.g. you may see:

· From account: your account that is used as a source for a payment;
· To account: destination account/IBAN that is used for a payment;
· CCY: currency of the payment.
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Each template has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions:

· Create payment - redirects to the respective payment page Step

- INPUT with prefilled

payment details;
· Delete - allows you to delete a selected template.

6.8. Tax Payment
RCB Online Banking allows you to pay two types of taxes through the system.
A. VAT Tax
B. Past due tax obligations, which were previously submitted in Ariadni and approved by the Tax
Department.
Step

- INPUT

A. Select the customer and the account from which you want to make the payment from the From
account drop-down list;
B. Enter the 13-digit Tax payment code;
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C. Enter the Transfer amount;
D. The date of the payment in the field Value Date is set by default to current date;
E. To acknowledge that you have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions of the Tax Payments
Service click on the relevant tick-box.
F. Press SUBMIT to validate the details and proceed to Step

- CONFIRM. Alternatively, you

can remove the inputted details by pressing CLEAR or to submit the payment later, by pressing
DRAFT. All the payments with Draft status are available for completion and further submission
in LIST OF PAYMENTS screen (please reference to the respective section of this guide).
Step

- CONFIRM
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A. Once the transaction is submitted and validated, you will see a confirmation screen where you
have to check the details of transaction including, if applicable, commissions, exchange rates,
amount for debit/credit, payment amount etc.
B. Upon successful verification, you need to confirm your action by either: PUSH (online mode) or
OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and press CONFIRM to proceed with the payment to Step
- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step

- INPUT and change the payment

details by pressing CANCEL.
Step

- COMPLETE

A. The transaction reference number will be displayed on the screen together with the transaction
status (can be either Completed, In progress, Rejected or Sent for authorisation).
B. At the bottom of this page you have the following option:
·
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redirects you to the dashboard.

6.9. List of Payments
The LIST OF PAYMENTS provides you to view the status of your individual payments (except bulk
payments) initiated through the system.

Each payment is assigned a status so that you can quickly identify if the payment has been
executed or rejected by the Bank. Particular payment details status might be obtained by moving
cursor on the status icon (

,

,

,

).
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·

Submitted - the payment has been sent to the bank;

·

In Process - the payment has been sent and it requires final approval from the Bank;

·

Failed - the payment has failed for technical or validation reasons;

·

Cancelled - the payment was “Pending Authorisation” however it was “Cancelled” by the user
who created the payment;

·

Declined - the payment was “Pending Authorisation” and an authoriser “Declined” the
payment;

·

Rejected - the payment has been “Rejected” from the Bank;

·

Completed - Payment has been executed;

·

Draft - the payment has been saved as a draft, for future submission.

·

Pending authorization - the payment has been created and need one more approval from a
different user(s) - authorizer(s).

Apart from Status, the following information is presented for each payment:
· Value date of the payment
· Account no. (debit) - account used for payment
· Beneficiary - name of the receiver
· Destination - account details of receiver
· Amount - amount of the payment and its respective currency
· CCY - currency used for payment execution
· Status - as defined above
· Quick Menu
By pressing

in the list of payments, you can see more information. E.g. you may see:

· ID and Reference - used for identification of the payment for further reference;
· Signatures - will specify if the payment will require additional authorisation from another user(s);
· Type - defines the payment type, e.g. SEPA, Outward, To RCB Beneficiary;
· Account no. (credit) - will specify the beneficiary account details.
Each payment in the list has a quick menu

with the most commonly used actions, that will

depend on the payment type and status, and may include the following:
· View details - redirects to the page with details of transaction (Step

- COMPLETE);

· Transaction advice - allows you to request transaction advice in PDF format;
· Transaction SWIFT - allows you to request transaction SWIFT in PDF format;
· Create new - redirects to the respective payment page (Step
details copied from the payment.
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- INPUT) with prefilled payment

6.10. Bulk payments
The BULK PAYMENTS option allows you to upload and submit files (.xml) containing several
payments, such as employee salaries. The functionality supports the submission of payments to
other RCB customers as well as to accounts held with other banks.
· Allowed payment type within the Bank and outside the Bank: (My own RCB Accounts, To
Beneficiary, SEPA payment, Outward payment).
· Allowed currencies for the payment amount are EUR and USD only;
· Charges outward payments are always SHA;
· Outward RUB payments are NOT allowed;
· Payments within a bulk payments file, exceeding EUR 50K will be processed as Outward
payments.
Both internal (payments to RCB accounts) and external (payments to non-RCB accounts) can be
submitted within the same xml file. A manual describing how to create a bulk payment file is
provided and can be viewed by pressing on the link Bulk Payments - File Structure User Guide, as
shown in the screenshot below.

Bulk payments option contains two sections: File Upload and List of Bulk Payments. A description
of two sections is provided below.
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6.10.1. File upload
To upload a bulk payment file, please take the following simple steps:
Step

- INPUT

A. Enter the reference name of your choice in the Description field;
B. Press CHOOSE FILE, select the xml-file to be uploaded from your computer and press SUBMIT.
Note: up to 1000 payments can be submitted in each xml bulk payments file.
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Step

- CONFIRM

A. Confirm your transaction with RCB Digital Key (please refer to the section 6) and press CONFIRM
to proceed to Step

- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can press CANCEL and return back to the

previous page.
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B. It should be noted that bulk payments files can only be uploaded with a date set to the current
date and before the cut-off time, as shown in the File upload page.
Step

- COMPLETE

You will receive a message that the file with the bulk payments has been submitted.
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6.10.2. List of bulk payments
This option provides a list of Bulk payments uploaded and their status, with the possibility of
viewing all item details.
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6.11. JCC Payments
RCB online banking redirects the user to the JCCsmart portal, where you will be able to pay any of
the local organization which cooperates with this system without further registration.
User will also have a choice to select the card by which the payment will have to be paid in case
more than 1 card is held. The payment will be successful once the expiry date and CVV2/CVC are
entered.

7. Requests
Access to Requests is available through Menu REQUESTS in the top main menu:

Through the items of the Requests menu you can create new requests relating to cards, deposits,
standing orders, cheques and banker’s drafts, notification, custodian instructions as well as to
track previous requests and instructions.
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The following buttons are available on the page of this selection:
·

Print - Exporting the data to PDF-file for further printing, available after action completion.

·

Export to PDF - Exporting the data to PDF-file, available after action completion.

·

Add to quick links - Add the page in the top of the QUICK LINKS list for further fast access

·

Help - Display the context help for the page in a new window

All requests/instructions described in the following sub-sections will require 3 steps process:
- INPUT,

- CONFIRM,

- COMPLETE. For all the below types, certain details will need to be

provided. Before submitting the request, you will need to read the conditions at the bottom of the
screen and flag the Agreed box. An Entrust Identity Mobile application Push (online mode)/OTP
(Offline mode) confirmation will then need to be entered to finalise the submission of the request.

7.1. Card requests
This option allows you to select one of the following requests:
· Card Opening - opening main or supplementary debit card to any of current accounts in EUR,
RUB, GBP and USD.
· Card Blocking - immediate blocking of your card for various reasons (stolen, lost, compromised,
etc).
· Card Activation - online activation of newly issued card. The activated card will be immediately
available for transactions.
· Change Card Limits - immediate changing of card authorization limits (daily, cash, card not
present: Internet, Mail/Telephone orders). There are certain restrictions on the amounts available
for amendment (up to the limits indicted in tables of Commissions and Charges). Please contact
the Bank to receive more details.

7.2. Cheque/Draft requests
This option allows you to select one of the following requests:
· New Cheque Book - to request issuance of a chequebook to one of your accounts.
· Stop Cheque Payment - to instruct the Bank to stop a specific cheque payment for various
reasons.
· Issue Draft - to request issuance of a draft on a certain amount to a specific beneficiary.
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7.3. New deposit
This request enables you to choose one of the deposit products offered by the Bank that will
suit your needs (currency, amount, term, other parameters) and open it online. During selection
process you will be able to compare different offers and choose the best for you.

7.4. Notifications
This option allows you to select one of the following requests:
· Manage Paperless Option - to choose the preferred option for receipt of the statements and
other documents from the bank either by mail or through RCB Online Banking.
· SMS-Notice - immediate connection of your card to SMS-Notice service (receipt of SMS-messages
for card transactions) or online amendment of the existing SMS-Notice service (e.g. modification
of mobile number).
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7.5. Standing orders
This request enables online creation of Standing Orders from your accounts with the following
available types (the same as described in payments section):
· Own accounts
· RCB Beneficiaries
· SEPA payment
· Outward payment

7.6. Track requests
The option allows you to find any request created by you, check its current status and view all the
details.
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7.7. Custodian instructions
This option allows you to create and manage the following types of custodian instructions through
the Bank:
· Receive free instruction
· Deliver free instruction
· Receive against payment instruction
· Deliver against payment instruction
· Custodian instruction template (management and usage of the templates for instructions
submitted before. The available options are to create a New request based on the saved template
or to Delete the selected template)

7.8. Track custodian instructions
The TRACK CUSTODIAN INSTRUCTIONS is similar to TRACK REQUESTS described above and is used
to monitor the status of new and existing custodian instructions and provide all the available
details for each instruction.
The available options for Status:
· Initiated - a new request was created;
· Pending authorization - more approvals are needed from other users in order to process the
transaction by the Bank;
· In progress - the Bank is executing the request;
· Rejected - the request cannot be executed and therefore the bank has cancelled it;
· Accepted - the custodian instruction has been accepted by the Bank;
· Settled - the settlement has been done for the custodian instruction.
Depending on the status of the instruction you may be able to execute the following actions
through the quick menu

item of the selected instruction:

· View details;
· Create New;
· Amend - Available for instructions in statuses Initiated, In Progress or Accepted;
· Cancel - Requires confirmation in 2 Steps - Step

- CONFIRMATION and Step

- COMPLETE.

Cancelation available only for requests in statuses Initiated, In Progress or Accepted.
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8. Authorizations
The AUTHORISATIONS option is available only to corporate authorisers. It displays all payments,
standing orders, deposits, requests, custodian instructions, bulk payment files created or
amended by corporate inputters. Authorisers have the option of authorising or rejecting items
displayed in all queues.
Access is available through Menu AUTHORIZATIONS in the top main menu:

The following buttons are available in pages of the section:
·

Print - Exporting the data to PDF-file for further printing

·

Export to XLS - Exporting the data to XLS file

·

Export to PDF - Exporting the data to PDF-file

·

Add to quick links - Add the page in the top of the QUICK LINKS list for further fast access

·

Help - Display the context help for the page in a new window
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8.1. Pending authorizations
This option allows authorized users to approve or decline individual transactions sent for their
authorization. Access is available through menu item PENDING AUTHORIZATION or by pressing
in the NOTIFICATIONS section, where the number inside the circle shows how many
transactions are pending for authorization for a particular user.
Bulk payments are not present in the list of transactions pending for authorization, instead they
are present in a different screen called BULK PAYMENTS AUTHORISATION (described in the section
below).
Based on the authorisation levels, authorisers are able to view their transactions that are pending
for authorisation and have the option to approve or decline them accordingly.

The list of transactions pending for authorization includes the following:
· ID - used for identification of the payment for further reference;
· Submission date - the date when the transaction was created;
· Transaction type - type of the transaction (payment, custodian instruction, request, etc);
· Amount - the amount and currency of the transaction;
· Signatures - the signature remaining for transaction submission. Parentheses “(“ “)” and
keywords “AND” and “OR” are used to display the signature combinations;
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· Approve (read only) - a checkbox indicating whether the user elects to approve the transaction.
Users must first view the details of that transaction;
· Decline (read only) - a checkbox indicating whether the user elects to decline the transaction.
Users must first view the details of that transaction;
· View details - accessible through quick menu

, redirects to a page showing all the details of

the selected transaction. The page depends on the transaction type. The details displayed are
the same with the ones shown in the Step

- COMPLETE of said transaction type. Users review

the details choose one of the following actions:
- APPROVE - press to approve transaction and return to PENDING AUTHORIZATION page;
- DECLINE - press to decline transaction and return to PENDING AUTHORIZATION page;
- PENDING - press to leave pending transaction and return to PENDING AUTHORIZATION page.
Note: unselected transactions remain Pending Authorisation
A CLEAR button is available to clear all selections in the Pending Authorisation screen and a
SUBMIT button to process them.
Confirm your transaction with RCB Digital Key (please refer to the section 6) and press CONFIRM
to proceed to Step

- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can press CANCEL and return back to the

previous page.
In case remaining signatures are required the request remains “Pending Authorisation”. After all
signatures are completed then the system will process the transaction(s).

8.2. Bulk payments authorization
This option allows authorized users to approve or decline bulk files with transactions sent for
their authorization. Access is available through menu item BULK PAYMENTS AUTHORIZATION or
by pressing

5

in the NOTIFICATIONS section, where the number inside the circle shows how

many files are pending for authorization for a particular user. To be able to view and approve a bulk
payment file, the user must have approved privileges on all accounts included in the file.
Through this screen user is able to review all the included transactions and their related details
and then authorise or decline those transactions. Users can select to approve or decline all the
transactions of a specific file but not individual transactions included in it.
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The list of transactions pending for bulk authorization separated by two parts: list of files and
payments included in the selected file. List of files includes the following information:
· Description - this is the description of the bulk payment file, as set by a user
· File name - displays the file name and type and when it was uploaded
· Total number - displays the total number for the transactions included in the payment file
· Total amount - displays the total amount of the transactions included in the payment file and the
respective currency
· Created on - displays the date the file was imported
· Signatures - the signature required for transactions submission. Parentheses “(“ “)” and
key-words “AND” and “OR” are used to display the signature combinations.
· View button

- allows a user to view all the transactions included in the file. When you press

the button, the transactions are loaded at the bottom of the page and the transactions’ details
are displayed.
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APPROVE button is available to proceed with the approval of submission for the selected file
(all payments included in the file without exemption). DECLINE button is used to decline the
submission for the selected file (all payments included in the file without exemption).
During the Approve/Decline process you will be requested to Confirm your transaction with RCB
Digital Key (please refer to the section 6) and press CONFIRM to proceed to Step

- COMPLETE.

Alternatively, you can press CANCEL and return back to the previous page.

9. Settings & Personalization
This section allows you to personalize you RCB Online Banking to better suit your needs, provide
convenient and intuitive user experience and track your finances in a visually friendly and simple
way.
Access is available through Menu “Settings & Personalization” in the top main menu:

9.1. Manage quick Links
This option allows you to maintain list of your favourite actions in RCB Online Banking for quick
and convenient navigation and access. This screen contains a list of all pages of the system in
alphabetical order. You can choose your favourite screens here or simply add almost any page of
the system to quick links by pressing

at the top of a page. A maximum number of 5 quick links

is allowed for quick access.
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9.2. Manage Application Consents
This section allows you to keep track of the consents given to the applications developed by
3rd party companies. Every time you authenticated your identity using your RCB Online Banking
Credentials, the details of consent will be displayed in this section. The consent will expire
automatically after 90 days or you can manage it and cancel it earlier by pressing REVOKE.

9.3. Dashboard settings
This option allows you to manage your widgets on your Dashboard. You can define which widgets
you would like to see there. You can activate or deactivate widget, pressing on the checkbox next
to the name of the widget. To complete your action, you need to press SAVE.
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9.4. Exchange rates
The five currency exchange rates displayed below are updated on a daily basis and will be used
when performing transfers. There is an option of currency convertor from one currency to another
by choosing currencies and pressing CONVERT.
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9.5. Personalization Page
This option allows you to configure your products by setting a priority of their appearance in the
lists across the system and name them at your convenience:
· Priority - this option allows you to prioritize your products.
· Product Alias - this option allows you to give a nick name to any product of yours by typing it in
the Product alias field.
To complete your action, you need to press SAVE.
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9.6. Change PIN
This option allows you to change your Password (PIN). It is recommended that you change your
Password (PIN) on a regular basis to reduce the risk of a security breach.
A. Type your existing Password (PIN);
B. Type a new Password (PIN);
C. Re-type the new Password (PIN);
D. Press SUBMIT to confirm Password (PIN) change. Or CLEAR to remove all the information from
the fields.
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9.7. Change security questions
This option allows you to change the questions or answers that you set at the registration phase
in RCB Online Banking. The security questions provide an additional layer of security and can be
used for verification purposes by an RCB Bank representative.
You can choose to answer any of the questions provided from a dropdown list or replace your
answers to the previous questions. By pressing Add more questions

you can add more

questions and confirm your actions by pressing SUBMIT.

A. Once the change is submitted and successfully verified, you will see a confirmation screen with
your chosen questions and answers.
B. Upon successful verification you need to choose between one of two options: PUSH (online
mode) or OTP (offline mode) as per section 6.0 and then press CONFIRM to proceed with the
changes to Step

- COMPLETE. Alternatively, you can go back to Step

the security question details by pressing CANCEL.
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- INPUT and change

9.8. Soft Token
This option allows you to add a new second device for the same User ID. It is possible to have
maximum two devices assigned for one User ID. In order to add a second device, please click on
Add new Soft Token

and follow the instructions to install the Entrust application and activate a

Digital key.
If you have already two devices and would like to delete one of them, it is possible to delete it in
two steps. By selecting the option box under Delete, Submitting the choice and Confirming it. If
you have a new device (third) which you would like to add, then once again you have to first delete
one of your devices and then add new device by clicking Add new Soft Token .
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9.9. Online activity Log
This option allows you to view the status of your transactions performed via RCB Online Banking
(payments, requests, standing orders, custodian instructions, etc.).

9.10. Login history
This option provides you with exact date and time of accessing RCB Online Banking with your
current User ID as well as the respective IP-addresses.
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9.11. Alerts
This screen enables users to receive “Alerts” related to actions done in the RCB Online Banking.
The prerequisite to use this service is registration of mobile and/or e-mail for receipt of such alerts
during the use of RCB Online Banking.
You are able to control for which actions you would like to receive an alert (via SMS-message and/
or e-mail). Find below the list of all alerts available on the Online Banking System:
· On Login - this alert will be sent each time your User ID will be successfully logged in;
· Log off - this alert will be sent each time your User ID will be logged-out;
· On Unsuccessful Login - this alert will be sent when your User ID have unsuccessfully tried to
login;
· Bulk Payments - this alert will be sent to the user when a bulk payment is submitted;
· Pending for authorization - this alert will be sent to all authorisers with proper privileges/signatures
when a request is submitted and requires (further) authorisation;
· On Change Password - this alert will be sent in case the password (PIN) is successfully changed
for your User ID;
· Tax Payment - this alert will be sent to the user when a Tax payment is submitted.
You will be able to activate alerts by checking the Active checkbox next to each alert. To complete
your action, you need to press SAVE.
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9.12. Change security image
This option allows you to change the picture you see while logging to RCB Online Banking. The
security image verification provides an additional layer of security and control for your logging
process.
You can choose any image from the predefined list and press SUBMIT to save it.

9.13. Customer Device
This option let you to delete application of RCB Mobile Banking on any device that has an active
application. By selecting your device and submitting the choice, the user of the device will not be
able to log in to the application again.
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9.14. My finance
This option allows you to view your cards and accounts expenses together with incomings in
a visually friendly and convenient way. You can create various categories and allocate your
transactions with cards and accounts, in order to view your monthly spending/incomings in a
form of doughnut charts. By pressing the categories on the doughnut or in the list to the right, you
will see transactions with their respective details assigned to the selected category.

Card transactions are allocated in categories automatically with the option of manual redefinition.
For account transactions you need to create your own categories and allocate transactions
manually by using the ASSIGN TRANSACTIONS

button at the bottom of the page.
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You may select the transactions you would like to assign to a specific category by marking them in
the Select column check-box, then choose a respective category from Select category drop- down
list and press SAVE.
If you would like to create a new category, or amend/delete the existing one, you need to press
MANAGE CATEGORIES
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at the bottom of the ASSIGN TRANSACTIONS page.

On this page you can use Add new category

link to create a new category by typing its name and

selecting its colour. To complete your action, you need to press SAVE.
Alternatively you can edit the existing categories (name or colour parameters) by pressing modify
button

. Or even delete one, by pressing the delete button

.

After a category is created/modified, you can use it for assigning transactions with immediate
visual effect on the respective doughnut charts and widgets.
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10. Security issues
RCB provides strict security standards to prevent unauthorised access to banking accounts online.
RCB uses the highest level of encryption for information transmitted during an RCB Online Banking
session, keeping your information secure. 128-bit SSL encryption technology is used to encrypt
your account information between RCB’s computer system and your Internet browser.
As a security measure, your RCB Online Banking session will automatically time-out after a
10-minute period of inactivity. You should always log off from your RCB Online Banking session
when you have finished your activities.
The following security tips help ensure protection for your confidential banking information:
· Before logging on to RCB Online Banking, please ensure all other Internet sessions are closed.
· While you have an RCB Online Banking session open, please do not open other Internet
sessions and access other websites. This helps to ensure your financial data is protected from
unauthorized access via another website.
· To logout and end an active session on the RCB Online Banking Service website properly, you
should press the Logout

button displayed in the top right hand corner of the screen. If you

just close the browser window, you will not terminate the session with the website. The session
will remain active on the background for 10 minutes.
· We recommend you to disable your browser from remembering logon details.
· Protect your computer with the latest anti-virus and firewall protection software at all times.
Download updates regularly to ensure you have the latest protection.
· RCB staff will never ask you to disclose your personal details such as passwords, online banking
PINs, card PINs either on the phone, via an e-mail or any other electronic media. If you receive
an e-mail or other electronic communication asking you to “verify your account” or “confirm your
login details”, please ignore as it is spam. If you receive a suspicious e-mail, do not respond or
provide any information and send the e-mail to helpdesk@rcbcy.com. If you think you may have
revealed your personal details in any way, please contact us immediately at the RCB Telephone
Banking service calling +357 25 355 722 (for calls from abroad) 800 00 722 (toll-free in Cyprus)
or 8 800 100 7722 (toll-free in Russia), from Monday to Sunday, 08:00 - 20:00 (Cyprus time)
including weekends and Bank Holidays or by sending an e-mail to helpdesk@rcbcy.com.
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The data presented in this brochure is for information only and has been prepared
exclusively for the purpose of providing information to the recipients. The said data
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